




DUST MONITORING SYSTEM
Dust consists of particles in the atmosphere that come from various sources such as Soil, dust lifted by 
weather (an Aeolian processes), volcanic eruptions,and pollution.

  �at garbage, hazardous waste and sewage sludge incinerators.

  �at facilities for cement production.

  �at converter plants and asphalt mixing plants.

  �at installations for the incineration of biomass.

 3.Suitable for measuring the opacity in ue gas.

 1.Sample gas type : Air, ue gas, non ammable process gas.

  �at incinerators in general.

  �at power stations with gas, oil, coal or co-ring.

 2.Suitable for dust concentration measurement :

 4.Suitable for cost effective process monitoring for dust concentration and opacity

Application :
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SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT (STP)

Sewage treatment may also be referred to as wastewater treatment, although the latter is a broader term which can also be 

applied to purely industrial wastewater. For most cities, the sewer system will also carry a proportion of industrial efuent to the 

sewage treatment plant which has usually received pretreatment at the factories themselves to reduce the pollutant load. If the 

sewer system is a combined sewer then it will also carry urban runoff (storm water) to the sewage treatment plant.

Sewage treatment is the process of removing contaminants from wastewater, primarily from household sewage. It includes 

physical, chemical, and biological processes to remove these contaminants and produce environmentally safe treated 

wastewater (or treated efuent). A by-product of sewage treatment is usually a semi-solid waste or slurry, called sewage sludge, 

that has to undergo further treatment before being suitable for disposal or land application.
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Measurement principle: NOx, SO2, CO, CO2 = NDIR with Cross Flow Modulation & O2 = Magneto-pneumatic detection

Simultaneous measurement of 5 different gases NOx, SO2, CO, CO2 and O2

Technology : Dry Extraction

 The System is equipped with a comprehensive emission data recording & management system which complies to the 

guidelines of the authorities/Pollution Control Board. The System also Online Data transmission to the authorities. The latest 

version includes the remote calibration feature in which the CEMS system can be remotely calibrated from the authority location/ 

CPCB.
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ONLINE CONTINUOUS EMISSION MONITORING SYSTEM

Multigas Analyzer Nox Converter Microventuri
Flowmeter

ZrO2
Oxygen Analyzer



We Design, Manufacture, Supply, Erection and Commissioning Efuent Treatment Plant (ETP) on Turnkey basis for 

various types and natures of wastewaters, efuents which combines advanced physico-chemical treatment processes 

with tertiary polishing system for the removal of organic, inorganic, oil and grease, heavy metals & suspended solids. 

Our methodology – We analyze the efuent samples for different efuent parameters as per nature and compositions, 

carry out the treatability studies by using different methods checking techno-commercial Feasibility and then designed 

treatment schemes, processes accordingly to suit the purpose and need. Our ETP systems are very compact, tailor 

made designs, portable required very less foot-print to accommodate, energy efcient. The up-gradation, modication 

in the existing ETP system is possible to achieve desired limiting standard laid down by the Pollution Control Board 

(PCB).
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EFFLUENT TREATMENT PLANT (ETP)



Ambient air quality criteria or standards are concentrations of pollutants in the air (usually outdoor air but sometimes 

indoor air) specied for a variety of reasons including for the protection of human health, buildings, crops, vegetation, 

ecosystems, as well as for planning and other purposes. There is no internationally accepted denition but usually 

“standards” have some legal or enforcement aspect, whereas “guidelines” may not be backed by laws. 

“Criteria/criterion” can be used as a generic term to cover standards and guidelines.
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AMBIENT MONITORING STATION (AAQMS)



The U-50 Series multi-parameter water quality meters are equipped to measure and log data for as many as 11 

parameters simultaneously with one single probe. Experience the durability, reliability and intuitive software that will 

exceed your expectations. Monitor surface water and ground water by deploying the probe directly into a body of 

water or using a ow cell.
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MULTI-PARAMETER ANALYSER FOR LAKE MONITORING



7 7) Multi- installation options: Pole stand type, cabinet type, In-situ type.

 1) Efuent Water Quality Monitoring System,COD, BOD and TSS UV- Vis absorbance based with    

  automatic Turbidity compensation and Online pH meter.

 2) The EQMS provides continuous measurement of organic pollutants in water quality processing

   lines, industrial wastewater, river water, etc.

 4) The EQMS has large measurement range of 0 to 5.0 Abs. So it can take care of high COD and

   BOD samples.

 5) The unit was developed as a compact, lightweight, maintenance-free UV meter.

 6) The low-maintenance-cost EQMS can be installed at a wide variety of locations.

 3) The EQMS uses Horiba’s proprietary rotary cell length modulation system to achieve zero drift.

ONLINE EFFLUENT MONITORING SYSTEM
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ULTRASONIC FLOWMETERS
An ultrasonic ow meter is a kind of ow meter that measures the speed of a liquid with ultrasound to gure out the 

volume ow. Utilizing ultrasonic transducers, the ow meter can gauge the normal speed along the way of a produced 

light emission, by averaging the distinction in measured travel time between the beats of ultrasound spreading into 

and against the direction of the ow or by measuring the recurrence move from the Doppler impact. Ultrasonic ow 

meter are impacted by the acoustic properties of the liquid and can be affected by temperature, suspended 

particulates, density, consistency and relying upon the correct ow meter. They change extraordinarily in price tag 

however are frequently modest to utilize and keep up on the grounds that they don’t utilize moving parts, not at all like 

mechanical ow meters.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOWMETERS

Hitech ow meters combine high accuracy, stability and low maintenance, Without moving parts, straight through ow 

sensor and self-cleaning electrodes there is virtually never any need for maintenance, there is no inuence on the ow 

rate, and no pressure drop because of the ow sensor. Hitech ow meters use a tested and approved sensing 

technology giving linear readings over a large range in closed pressurized pipe systems.

Providing you the best range of electromagnetic ow meter, full bore electromagnetic ow meters, insertion type 

electromagnetic ow meters and water type electromagnetic ow meters with effective & timely delivery.
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